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Soothe Your Soul with Gulan’s Ambient Space Music

Music has been soothing souls since ages. Over the years, many artists have composed numerous
compositions and have fitted in various genres like space music, new age music, and relaxation music

Sept. 15, 2009 - PRLog -- Music has been soothing souls since ages. Over the years, many artists have
composed numerous compositions and have fitted in various genres like space music, new age music, and
relaxation music. These genres of music have also been ever-evolving like music itself. A new genre that
has come into being over the last few years is Ambient Space Music.

Space music is also referred to as New Age Music. Also known as Ambient Music, it gives rise to deep,
contemplative spaciousness. Known mostly for the sheer peace of mind it offers through the cosmic sounds
used in it, space music is mainly associated with ambient and electronic music. There are a very few
musicians who compose space music due to the intricacies involved in its formation. But, there is a name
that has become synonymous with this genre, and that is Gulan. 

Gulan has contemplation as the key measure of his music. His latest album, coined as ”Space Projections”,
has clearly exceeded all the expectations of his fans. In sync with all his works, he has truly convinced
music enthusiasts with his rare capability to produce space music by amalgamating different genres of
music. If you ever doubted the abilities of Gulan, Space Projection would lift all of them. The nine tracks of
the album lasting 55 minutes completely redefine the genre. 

Even Cassiopeia was quite liked by his listeners. The album with its electronic space music of 71 minutes
had the title track in three parts. With light solos being on top, and velvet textures in the middle made the
album a perfect combination for music lovers. Gulan's another album, Sphere, also was a big hit and its
cover art was also simply loved by fans. Although this also had soothing, heart – warming textures that
embraced the listeners with tranquil and ethereal sonics. 

Space music basically is composed of sonic textures that may range from simple to complex. These textures
lack traditional vocal components, like rhythm and melody. Yet, they evoke an entire gamut of spatial
imagery and related emotions thus befitting well in the category of relaxation music.  

Although ambient space music holds a very small market share in the music industry, yet its listeners are
very loyal and enthusiastic. They crave for space music for its type, and not for big labels. Space music has
evolved over the last 50 years and many artists have tried their hands on it. Every musician tries to give
their own tinge to this soothing music. Gulan also embeds his music with his melodious intricacies. With
every album of his going successful, his diehard fans keep craving for more. His assorted form of music
casts trance effects and makes the listener feel drifting with the flow of music. The listeners of Gulan feel
very peculiar sensations of floating, flying or hovering in the space with these cosmic sounds. 

Space music is used by musicians for foreground listening as well as for the enhancement of backgrounds
in the inspirational or contemplative tracks, because nothing can be more ethereal than this.

http://www.gulanmusic.com/

# # #

TSVET Records is an 
independent music label. We help to promote compositions and albums world wide on the music market in
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digital and CD formats in all styles and trends. We are concentrated on work 
in promoting and selling music
in the Internet and on the. We are happy to collaborate with musicians and producers.
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